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Reduced representation genome sequencing has
ushered in new methods for understanding how
life evolved on earth. These methods utilise genetic
data in the form of dozens, hundreds or even thou-
sands of loci to estimate phylogenetic relation-
ships. This approach, often termed phylogenomic
analysis, has the potential to resolve controversial
evolutionary relationships, particularly among
ancient, rapid radiations. Among vertebrates,
phylogenomic analyses are increasingly applied to
an iconic group of reptiles, snakes. Phylogenomic
analyses of snakes have begun to shed light on
long-standing questions including relationships
among snake families, their origin among squa-
mate reptiles and putative causes of speciation
within recent radiations. In addition, these meth-
ods may even be used to obtain genetic data
from archival museum specimens. This emerging
approach for understanding snake evolution will
be improved by whole genome sequencing initia-
tives that include a diverse group of snake species.

Introduction

Snakes (Reptilia: Squamata: Serpentes; see also: Reptilia (Rep-
tiles)), with their long cylindrical bodies and forked tongues, have
captured human attention since our origins (Van Strein and Isbell,
2017). They also represent some of the most extreme examples of
physiological evolution among vertebrates. From toxic venoms to
organ remodelling during digestion, snakes exhibit traits outside
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the physiological norms of most vertebrate animals (Castoe et al.,
2013). As such, they represent ideal systems for understand-
ing how traits that are evolutionarily canalised break the inertia
of their ancestors. Furthermore, snakes have direct relevance to
human medicine as novel medical applications of their endoge-
nous toxins continue to be identified (Diochot et al., 2012).

Robust phylogenetic hypotheses are necessary to understand
the evolution of snakes and their traits (see also: Phylogeny
Reconstruction). While biologists have used molecules (mainly
DNAs (deoxyribonucleic acids) and proteins) to understand phy-
logenetic relationships among snakes for several decades (Cadle,
1984; Wüster et al., 1995; Kelly et al., 2003), recent advance-
ments in DNA sequencing technology have shifted the scale and
practice of molecular systematics. Specifically, a new approach
to molecular systematics has emerged – phylogenomics (see
Philippe et al., 2005 in ‘Further Reading’). Phylogenomic analy-
ses utilise dozens to thousands of genic regions (hereafter loci) or
genomic features to reconstruct evolutionary history. Genetic loci
are increasingly acquired using high-throughput DNA sequenc-
ing (see Jennings, 2017 in ‘Further Reading’). Importantly, phy-
logenomic data sets can be analysed with sophisticated methods,
termed species-tree analyses (see also: Estimation of Species
Trees), that have seemingly resolved many long-standing ques-
tions about the course of vertebrate evolution (Faircloth et al.,
2012). Phylogenomic analyses of snakes are increasingly dis-
cussed in peer-reviewed literature (Figure 1). Here we provide
an overview of how this exciting new approach to molecular sys-
tematics is being applied to snakes, and highlight the potential for
it to enhance evolutionary and medical research.

Approaches and Data Acquisition

Phylogenomic data sets of snakes are typically generated by
sequencing a subset of the whole genome that can be compared
across individuals and/or species. The earliest analyses used PCR
(polymerase chain reaction) amplification to generate dozens of
loci (e.g. Wiens et al., 2012; Reeder et al., 2015; Figure 2c and
Mulcahy et al., 2012; Zheng and Wiens, 2016 and Pyron, 2016 in
‘Further Reading’). The use of high-throughput DNA sequenc-
ing dramatically changed the scale at which snake DNA can be
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Figure 1 Number of articles using the terms ‘phylogenomic’ and ‘snakes’ since 1995. These estimates were obtained using filtered Google Scholar searches
in early 2017.

sequenced. However, despite this methodological advancement,
most snake genomes are too large to be affordably sequenced
for phylogenetic studies across taxa. Thus, reduced representa-
tion genome sequencing makes the sequencing of large numbers
of loci from multiple snakes a feasible and affordable activ-
ity. The most common methods for generating phylogenomic
data with high-throughput DNA sequencing are (1) restriction
site-associated DNA sequencing (RADseq; see Davey and Blax-
ter, 2011 in ‘Further Reading’; Figure 2d) and (2) targeted
sequence capture (Faircloth et al., 2012; Lemmon et al., 2012;
Singhal et al., 2017; Figure 2e).

Digesting snake genomes with restriction enzymes (RADseq)
generates homologous fragments of DNA that can be aligned
to identify single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). While this
method can produce thousands of SNPs from closely related
species, as lineages diverge the number of homologous cut-sites
is reduced. This results in RADseq having limited utility in
highly divergent taxa; however, the level of divergence at which
RADseq suffers this limitation is debated (see Arnold et al.,
2013 and Cariou et al., 2013 in ‘Further Reading’). Although
RADseq was originally developed to acquire data for population
genetics studies, it has been applied to many snake systems in
a phylogenomic context, typically in systems that are at unclear
stages of the speciation process (Meik et al., 2015; Card et al.,
2016; Zinenko et al., 2016).

Targeted sequence capture is a method that uses RNA (ribonu-
cleic acid) probes (also called baits) that match conserved regions
of the snake genome and can span anywhere from a few hun-
dred base pairs to >1000 base pairs of DNA sequence. Because
these probes do not have to exactly match the sequence they
target, they are more robust to sequence divergence than RAD-
seq. Conserved genomic regions for capture have been iden-
tified in snakes using several methods. Faircloth et al. (2012)
developed a set of ∼5000 targeted loci for vertebrates called

ultraconserved elements (UCEs). Lemmon et al. (2012) cre-
ated a target-capture pipeline called anchored hybrid enrichment
(AHE), which results in∼400 loci for squamates. While these two
target-capture methods have been typically used in an ‘either/or’
manner for phylogenetic studies, Singhal et al. (2017) recently
produced a probe set (SqCL) that not only includes the UCE and
AHE targeted loci but also adds in additional loci that have been
frequently used in snake phylogenetic studies based on traditional
Sanger-sequencing; this allows for previous studies that have
used various genetic markers to be incorporated into phyloge-
nomic studies, allowing for greater taxonomic breadth and sam-
ple sizes. New types of target capture continue to be developed as
well. For example, Schott et al. (2017) developed a method (here-
after Coding) that can be used to obtain complete coding regions
in addition to phylogenetic markers in squamate reptiles.

Current Literature

Phylogenomic analyses of snakes have now been conducted at
multiple evolutionary tiers (Figure 3). We summarise the results
of applying phylogenomic methods to snakes and which groups
they have been applied to as follows.

Although they lack the cross-study compatibility of targeted
sequence capture approaches, there are an increasing number of
studies that have used RADseq data sets to infer phylogenies and
test species boundaries for snakes. This approach has now been
applied to species in many snake families including Viperidae
(Meik et al., 2015; Zinenko et al., 2016) and Boidae (Card et al.,
2016). While most RADseq studies recover tens of thousands
of loci from snakes, many SNPs are found to be biallelic (i.e.
heterozygous), and the typical number of SNPs used to infer
phylogenies (i.e. those with fixed differences across individuals
in the study) is reduced to hundreds or thousands (Table 1).
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Figure 2 Graphical representation of methods used to acquire phylogenomic data sets from snakes. All methods require obtaining genetic samples from
snake tissues/cells (a) and subsequent DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) extraction (b). Genomic DNAs are then processed to reduce the size of the genome
and generate data sets that can be compared in phylogenetic contexts. Three primary methods for generating phylogenomics data sets are (1) using
oligonucleotide primers and polymerase chain reaction amplification (c), (2) restriction enzyme digestion (RADseq; d) and (3) targeted sequence capture
(e). For illustrative purposes, in (d) we have depicted the use of the HaeIII endonuclease (restriction enzyme), which has a 4-nucleotide recognition site of
GGCC.

The first phylogenomic analysis including snake UCEs was
reported by Crawford et al. (2012) and included two gen-
era (Python and Pantherophis). Streicher and Wiens (2016)
sequenced UCEs from a variety of snake families and later
used a broader sampling of reptiles to test the placement of
snakes among squamates (Streicher and Wiens, 2017). Ruane
and Austin (2017) demonstrated that UCEs can even be captured
from formalin-fixed natural history specimens, which has proved
to be challenging and time-consuming for Sanger-sequencing
approaches (see Simmons, 2014 for review) and integrated their
results with UCE data sets from other studies to increase the tax-
onomic breadth examined. Using the probe set targeting ∼5000
loci from Faircloth et al. (2012), ∼3000 loci are captured for most
snake species (see Streicher and Wiens, 2016, their Table 1) with
a typical length of ∼400 base pairs per locus. Notably, the cap-
ture success of UCEs is often not uniform, which can result in an
uneven sampling of UCE loci and character matrices with missing
data. However, recent work suggests that support and accuracy
are maximised when allowing intermediate levels of missing data
with UCEs (see Streicher et al., 2016 in ‘Further Reading’).

Although the UCE approach results in many more (although
shorter) loci, the other popular targeted sequence-capture
approach, AHE, has proven useful in resolving snake phyloge-
netic hypotheses across multiple taxonomic scales, including
studies that focus on species delimitation within a genus
(Storeria, Pyron et al., 2016) and within subfamilies (Pseu-
doxyrhophiinae, Ruane et al., 2015; Colubrinae, Chen et al.,
2017). When sequenced for snakes these AHE data sets are
typically ∼400 loci and with each locus often >1000 base pairs
in length. In comparison to UCEs, AHE data sets typically have
far less missing data.

The integrated phylogenomic approach of Singhal et al. (2017),
which as mentioned combines the targeted regions from UCEs,
AHE, plus a set of nuclear loci that have been frequently used
for squamate phylogenetics over the past ∼20 years, has thus
far only been used with snakes in the original publication. This
initial description and implementation included a phylogeny of
30 snakes, with a focus on dipsadine snakes. We expect that this
SqCL data set will be used with great frequency for snake system-
atics moving forward, as it results in a large and informative data
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Figure 3 Phylogeny of snake families analysed by Streicher and Wiens
(2016; modified from their Figure 4A) demonstrating the application of phy-
logenomic methods across snakes. Families with more than one species in the
phylogeny have been collapsed. See text for description of different method-
ologies. Coding refers to the methodology of Schott et al. (2017). A question
mark indicates a branch (placement of uropletids+ cylindrophiids) that the
likelihood and species-tree (multispecies coalescent) analyses of Streicher
and Wiens (2016) disagreed upon. An asterisk indicates that scolecophidians
are not recovered as monophyletic in all analyses.

set and simultaneously allows for many types of sequence-based
data sets of snakes to be combined without requiring resequenc-
ing in order to include additional taxa.

The taxonomic coverage of targeted sequence capture studies
(UCEs+AHE+ SqCL+Coding; see Figure 3) is presently
biased towards more derived groups. Specifically, targeted
sequence capture has been applied most often to Colubroidea
(Figure 3). Pyron et al. (2014) focused on this group and
included 30 species, Streicher and Wiens (2016) included eight
genera, Singhal et al. (2017) sampled 22 species and Schott et al.
(2017) sampled eight genera. The biased focus on colubroid
snakes is likely explained by the disproportionate amount of
biodiversity in this group (∼87% of extant snakes).

Phylogenomics of Snakes Provides
Additional Evidence for Existing
Hypotheses

Recent phylogenomic analyses of snakes have not only pro-
vided novel hypotheses regarding snake taxonomy (discussed as

follows) but also evidence to support previously proposed tax-
onomic hypotheses. For example, Ruane et al. (2014), using a
molecular data set of 12 independent loci, found that snakes pre-
viously identified as a single species of milksnake (Lampropeltis
triangulum) are actually multiple species, which do not form
a monophyletic group within the genus. A later phylogenomic
study from Chen et al. (2017), which included Lampropeltis
as well as other closely related snakes, supports this hypothe-
sis when using a data set comprised of hundreds of AHE loci.
Morphological hypotheses have also been corroborated via the
use of these AHE loci as well; the generic phylogeny of pseu-
doxyrhophiines from Ruane et al. (2015) was consistent with
previous morphological work with respect to generic relation-
ships for these Malagasy snakes (Guibé, 1958).

Similarly, papers that have used UCEs to examine snake phy-
logenetics often result in confirmation of earlier work. Ruane
and Austin (2017), in sequencing UCEs for fluid-preserved
specimens, found a well-supported relationship for the mono-
typic elapid Parapistocalamus hedigeri as the sister taxon to the
remaining hydrophiine elapids included in the study. This place-
ment among elapids was previously suggested by the morpholog-
ical work of McDowell (1970, 1985) and explicitly hypothesised
by Strickland et al. (2016). Ruane and Austin (2017)’s phylogeny
further substantiated the placement of the genus Brachyorros in
the family Homalopsidae, which had been suggested from both
morphological (McDowell, 1987) and previous molecular work
using mitochondrial and nuclear loci (Murphy et al., 2011).

Phylogenomic data sets are also useful for corroborating
hypotheses of deep, interfamilial relationships. When compared
to smaller molecular data sets, UCE-inferred phylogenies of
snakes (Streicher and Wiens, 2016) recovered nearly identical
relationships within several major snake radiations including
colubroidea (Kelly et al., 2003; Lawson et al., 2005; Pyron et al.,
2011) and boidae (Reynolds et al., 2014). UCE-inferred phylo-
genies are also highly congruent with phylogenetic studies that
have included dense taxonomic sampling (Figueroa et al., 2016).

Phylogenomics Provides New
Insights into Snake Evolution

In addition to supporting previous hypotheses, phylogenomic
analyses are providing novel insights into snake evolution. Many
of these insights relate to snake relationships that were difficult
to resolve with morphology or smaller molecular data sets. For
example, the well-supported placement of the poorly known and
enigmatic Indian snake genus Xylophis as the sister taxon to the
geographically distant, snail-eating Pareatidae was a surprising
result from the UCE study of Ruane and Austin (2017). Previous
hypotheses have posited that Xylophis may be a natricine (Simões
et al., 2016) or part of the Xenodermatidae (Gower and Winkler,
2007).

Phylogenomics has also advanced the debate on the placement
of snakes among squamate reptiles. Most molecular phyloge-
nies have placed snakes within a monophyletic assemblage that
includes iguanian and anguimorph lizards. Streicher and Wiens
(2017) found (with statistical support) that snakes were the sis-
ter taxon of iguania+ anguimorpha, a hypothesis that had been

4 eLS © 2018, John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. www.els.net
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Table 1 Number of loci used in select studies of snake phylogenomics by year

Year Study Number of genetic markers Method Focus

2012 Mulcahy et al.a 25 Nuclear loci Sanger Squamata
2012 Wiens et al. 40 Nuclear loci Sanger Squamata
2012 Crawford et al. 1145 Nuclear loci UCEs Amniota
2014 Pyron et al. 333 Nuclear loci AHE Colubroidea
2015 Reeder et al. 45 Nuclear loci Sanger Squamata
2015 Ruane et al. 377 Nuclear loci AHE Pseudoxyrhophiinae
2015 Meik et al. 2318 Nuclear SNPs RADseq Crotalus
2016 Card et al. 1686 Nuclear SNPs RADseq Boa
2016 Zheng and Wiensa 52 Mitochondrial and nuclear loci Sanger Squamata
2016 Pyron et al. 322 Nuclear loci AHE Storeria
2016 Zinenko et al. 977 Nuclear SNPs RADseq Vipera
2016 Streicher and Wiens 3776 Nuclear loci UCEs Serpentes
2017 Ruane and Austin 2318 Nuclear loci UCEs Serpentes
2017 Streicher and Wiens 4178 Nuclear loci UCEs Squamata
2017 Singhal et al. 4709 Nuclear loci SqCL Squamata
2017 Schott et al. 16 Nuclear locib Coding Squamata
2017 Chen et al. 304 Nuclear loci AHE Colubrinae
2017 Irisarri et al. 7189 Nuclear loci Transcripts Gnathostomata

aSee ‘Further Reading’ for reference.
bSchott et al. targeted >3000 loci but only constructed a phylogeny using 16 loci that had previously been used in other studies.
Here we have focused on studies that sampled two or more snakes as part of their analysis. For RADseq studies, we focused on those studies that
inferred a phylogeny using nuclear SNP data. The number of loci used in targeted sequence capture studies (AHE, UCEs, SqCL and Coding) may refer
to the mean number generated across study taxa or the maximum number depending on how the authors reported their methods. See text for description
of methods.

weakly supported by results from several earlier studies (Vidal
and Hedges, 2005; Wiens et al., 2012).

Another set of phylogenomics-facilitated insights relate to
recently diverged lineages. Although AHE has been used to inves-
tigate diversity below the species level (Pyron et al., 2016), most
studies on recently diverged (or diverging) taxa have used RAD-
seq. When examining systems at the crossroads of species and
population-level divergence, using population genetics theory
provides a reasonable case for differentiating genomic diver-
sity that (1) has resulted from hybridisation and (2) is phylo-
genetic (= ancestral) signal. This can be particularly helpful in
groups where hybridisation has been common during diversifi-
cation. For example, the rattlesnakes (genus Crotalus) have sev-
eral difficult-to-resolve intrageneric relationships (Reyes-Velasco
et al., 2013). In part, this may be explained by a propensity to
hybridise across evolutionary tiers as evidenced by both morpho-
logical and molecular data (Meik et al., 2008, 2015). Tests for
introgression between species and examination of hybrid zones
in rattlesnakes using RADseq have begun to clarify how different
species and populations are related (Meik et al., 2015; Schield
et al., 2015). See also: Hybrid Zones

Challenges with Using
Phylogenomics in Snake Systems

Despite the promise of applying genome-scale techniques to
snake systematics, this approach is not without caveats. For
example, not all phylogenomic analyses/methods produce

congruent hypotheses. In their study of snake families, Streicher
and Wiens (2016) found that when comparing phylogenies pro-
duced using concatenated likelihood and species-tree methods,
the placement of the clade containing Uropeltis+Cylindrophis
differed (Figure 3). Similarly, Pyron et al. (2014) found that
not all methods supported the placement of Acrochordus as the
sister taxon of colubroids in their analyses. Some of these incon-
sistencies may be explained by model inadequacy or uneven
influence of data (see Brown and Thomson, 2017 and Reid et al.,
2013 in ‘Further Reading’). Thus, there is clear need for further
methods development as we continue to explore and interpret
phylogenomic data.

Another challenge is an ongoing disagreement between what
morphology and molecules suggest regarding several higher level
snake relationships. Specifically, several clades that were identi-
fied on the basis of morphological variation do not appear to be
monophyletic when viewed through the lens of molecular sys-
tematics (Henophidia, Scolecophidia, Macrostomata, Anilioidea,
Xenopeltidae; see Hsiang et al., 2015). Phylogenomic analyses
almost universally support smaller molecular data sets in suggest-
ing that these groups are nonmonophyletic (Wiens et al., 2012;
Streicher and Wiens, 2016). As such, it is likely that the differ-
ences observed between morphological and molecular systemat-
ics are not attributable to genomic sampling bias. In other words,
adding additional loci does not appear to make molecular trees
look more like morphology trees. Reconciling the differences
between morphology and molecules will require better under-
standing of the long-term processes that shape variation pheno-
and genotypically.
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At present, there is emerging evidence that RADseq data can
produce differing phylogenies depending on the bioinformat-
ics steps used to assemble character matrices (Leaché et al.,
2015). Perhaps because of this, there are several investigations
of snake phylogeny that have not inferred trees using their RAD-
seq data. Rather they used nuclear SNP data for a variety of
analyses assuming coalescent theory (see also: Coalescent The-
ory) (which can usually accommodate biallelic SNPs) to com-
pliment phylogenetic hypotheses inferred using other (typically
mitochondrial) data sets (Schield et al., 2015). Thus, additional
research is needed to understand how (and when) to use RADseq
data for phylogenetic inference.

Genome Sequencing and the
Future of Snake Phylogenomics

Whole genome sequencing is now commonplace, particularly
among bacterial and eukaryotic organellar genomes (see also:
Evolutionary Biology and Mitochondrial Genomics: 50 000
Mitochondrial DNA Genomes and Counting). Genomic anal-
yses of snakes began with the analysis of their mitochondrial
genomes (Douglas and Gower, 2010). At present there are two
published snake nuclear genomes, the Burmese Python (Python
molurus; Castoe et al., 2013) and the King Cobra (Ophiopha-
gus hannah; Vonk et al., 2013). However, there are many more
genome-sequencing projects in progress and an active com-
munity of scientists pursuing their use (Castoe et al., 2012;
Kerkkamp et al., 2016). These resources will be invaluable for
future phylogenomic studies of snakes as they will allow for syn-
teny mapping, orthology validation and a variety of other method-
ological improvements.

Another way to use genome-scale data to infer phylogenies
is via transcriptomic data (i.e. cDNA libraries made from RNA
extractions). This approach, termed phylotranscriptomics, has
been applied to a variety of organisms including vertebrates
(Irisarri et al., 2017). The latter study focused on the evolution
of jawed vertebrates and included several snakes. Interestingly,
while some squamate relationships in the Irisarri et al. (2017)
phylogeny were poorly supported, relationships among snakes
were well supported and consistent with other phylogenomic
studies. This included the recovery as snakes as the sister taxon to
igunaia+ anguimorpha. Importantly, Irisarri et al. (2017) utilised
>7000 loci in their study (several thousand more than previ-
ous studies; Table 1); thus, it is likely that phylotranscriptomics
will play a prominent role in the future of snake phylogenomics.
Furthermore, transcriptomic work not only has phylogenetic rel-
evance but also is useful in medical fields as related to (1) snake
venom components and their evolution, (2) snakebite treatment
and (3) drug development (Brahma et al., 2015).

Finally, an important area of future research involves the syn-
thesis of phylogenomic methods with the snake fossil record
(Hsiang et al., 2015; Reeder et al., 2015). The snake fossil record
is increasingly well characterised (Head et al., 2009) and inte-
grating these empirical observations in deep time with phyloge-
nomics will be necessary to generate reasonable estimates of
how and when snakes evolved. There are also several groups of

living snakes that have not been thoroughly investigated using
phylogenomic tools (Figure 3). Notably, some of the earliest
diverging snake groups such as scolecophidians and early diverg-
ing alethinophidians should be further explored with genomic
methods. This is particularly important given that we still lack a
consensus of higher-level snake relationships (discussed in Stre-
icher and Wiens, 2016). These are early days for the field of
snake phylogenomics, but we are confident that methods devel-
opment/refinement and additional data generation will unlock
the full potential of this exciting new practice in herpetological
systematics.

Glossary

Alethinophidia An infraorder of snakes that contains all extant
snakes excepting the scolecophidians. This infraorder is
supported as monophyletic by morphological and molecular
phylogenetic analyses, regardless of whether scolecophidians
are monophyletic.

Caenophidea A superfamily of snakes that contains ∼85% of
living snakes. This group is largely synonymous with
superfamily Colubroidea but includes the family
Acrochordidae. Most phylogenomic analyses support both of
these superfamilies as monophyletic.

Henophidia A superfamily of snakes that includes boas,
pythons and other snakes united by putatively primitive
features. This superfamily is not supported as monophyletic
by molecular data.

Macrostomata A group of snake united by the presence of
hinged supratemporal bones. This feature gives them larger
mouths than highly fossorial and early fossil snakes. One of
several groups united by morphological features that
molecular data do not support as monophyletic.

Molecular phylogeny An evolutionary tree that is inferred by
comparing DNA or protein sequence data from different
organisms.

Multispecies coalescent Also referred to as species-tree
analysis, a method that uses gene trees to infer a phylogenetic
hypothesis. Often described as the link between phylogenetic
models and underlying population genetics.

Phylogenomic Analyses using dozens to thousands of genetic
markers or genome characteristics to infer evolutionary
relationships.

Scolecophidia Infraorder of snakes that includes all blind or
thread snakes (five families). Phylogenomic analyses support
this infraorder as diverging early during the evolution of
snakes, but not as being monophyletic. This infraorder also
possesses many derived morphological traits associated with
feeding.

Serpentes The suborder that includes all snakes.
Squamata The order that includes all living lizards and snakes.
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